
City & county prosecutors (called Commonwealth’s Attorneys in VA) are some of the most powerful elected officials in the U.S. because they have real impact on people’s lives.
They have wide discretion in choosing whether to encourage discriminatory policing, use money bail even for minor crimes, “pile on” charges to intimidate people into
pleading guilty, force longer prison sentences, and more.Robert Tracci won his last race for Commonwealth’s Attorney by only about 500 votes.

NOV 5, 2019 ✔ PLEASE VOTE✔ Your Vote Matters!

Commonwealth’s Attorney for Albemarle County

Criminal and Social Justice Transparency

Has promised to gather data on
charging, plea dispositions,
sentencing, & diversion,
including racial disparity, & share
all data with the public.

Will actively support a citizens’
oversight or advisory committee
for accountability.

Jim Hingeley

Yes

Yes

Robert Tracci

No

No

Money and Influence

Percent of cash donations $100
or less

Jim Hingeley

40%

Robert Tracci

13%

Will not “overcharge” or stack multiple charges as a
means of leverage.

Supports ending cash bail, a practice which makes a
person’s bank account the determining factor in
whether they wait for trial in jail. (Without cash bail,
most people are in a pretrial supervision program;
people that pose a danger are held without bail.)

Supports the use of diversion programs, such as drug
court for people with addiction & the therapeutic docket
for those with mental illness.

Opposes voluntary ICE notification.

Will effectively prosecute hate crimes & domestic
terrorists.

Jim Hingeley

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes - a
priority

Yes

No - Has repeatedly
supported cooperating

with ICE.

No - Tracci refused to
prosecute the Aug 11
torch ralliers & his
prosecution of Jason

Kessler, leader of the Unite
the Right rally, failed

because of his “rookie
mistake” in not

establishing where the
alleged crime took place.

Robert Tracci

No - Has made this standard
practice, contributing to a

30% increase in criminal
filings.

No

Find a shareable online copy of this voter guide and sources here:
https://www.indivisiblecharlottesville.org/voter-guide-ca-2019
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